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					Bonjour, Tribeca!

				
					Parisian Chic in New York

				
					Meet your new pied-à-terre in the neighborhood that embodies New York style. Hôtel Barrière Fouquet’s New York introduces the family-run hospitality and generous spirit of the most celebrated hotel on the Champs-Élysées to the cobblestoned streets of Tribeca. Behind the glass-and-brick façade, you’ll discover a classic brasserie, soigné bar, tranquil spa, glamorous cinema, and smart, residential-style rooms and suites, all designed by Martin Brudnizki with unmistakably French panache. Experience the Parisian art de vivre in the city that never sleeps.     
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						The Fouquet's experience
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							Retreat in Style
							The Hotel

							Where refined pleasures meet the effortless nature of downtown Manhattan.  Tucked into a quiet block in Tribeca’s historic district, steps from the bustling streets of Soho and the West Village, Hôtel Barrière Fouquet’s New York casts a spell with its subtle, Art Deco–inspired design and elegant Parisian accents.
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							Iconic
							Fouquet’s Brasserie

							With a menu by Michelin-starred Chef Pierre Gagnaire that sheds new light on culinary classics, and red and black interiors that are the pinnacle of chic, Fouquet’s New York evokes the legendary Paris original with a contemporary twist.
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						Rendez-vous in New York
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													Make Yourself at Home
												

											
										Our exceptional Rooms, Suites, and Signature Suites blend Parisian opulence with Tribeca flair and residential comfort.

										
													Discover
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													Savor the Moment
												

											
										A celebrated brasserie, a vegetarian café, and an intimate bar spotlight French cuisine and Parisian joie de vivre.
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													 Take Time for Yourself
												

											
										Spa Diane Barrière tailors treatments to your specific needs, while the hydrotherapy pool, sauna, and steam room provide moments of repose.
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				Tribeca
				Where New York Trends Take Root

			
				A microcosm of New York City itself, Tribeca is lively, multifaceted… and irresistible. Avant-garde galleries and boutiques line its cobblestoned streets. Stylish downtown restaurants and bars draw the city’s beau monde. The Hudson River offers fresh air and exhilarating skyline views. Fashionable and fascinating, Tribeca promises new discoveries and new experiences with every visit.
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									OFFER BARRIERE

									All Barrière Spirit to offer
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									NEWSLETTER REGISTRATION

									Discover the best of Barrière Hotels by registering now
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									HOTEL BARRIERE APP

									Plan your arrival and enjoy our services on our app, now available for Android and iOS.
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